CHAPTER FOUR
NEW CENTURY ERA SIRE LINES

While the sire lines from most sons of Hambletonian
10 faded out during the Foundation Era, some of
their progeny did linger into the twentieth century
but in such small numbers that their impact was
insignificant. Just as the Foundation Era had
witnessed the rise of the Hambletonian 10 sire line
and the demise of all others, so too did the New
Century Era see a rivalry between the four surviving
Hambletonian 10 branches. Only two survived to
the end of the twentieth century although the other

PETER THE GREAT

- BEST NEW CENTURY ERA SIRE

TABLE 4.1 LEADING NEW CENTURY SIRES

!

Classic Progeny

Volomite

338

two achieved enduring fame before succumbing.

Peter the Great

320

As mentioned in the previous chapter, following the

Peter Volo

254

commencement of registrations, some thirty

Guy Axworthy

252

thousand stallions were registered during the last

Scotland

232

Mr McElwyn

206

San Francisco

126

Axworthy

117

Bingen

104

thirty years of the Foundation Era. In the fifty years
of the New Century Era a further sixty thousand
registrations occurred but only a small number
added significantly to the evolution of the breed.

Abbedale

75

This chapter traces the rise and fall of sire line
branches in the fifty years of the New Century Era.

Classic Progeny
As before, Classic Progeny are used here as the
most reliable measure for comparing the
contribution of each stallion to the breed. The
ranking in Table 4.1 indicates a clear division
between the top five stallions and the others.

Standard Performers List
Table 4.2 lists the leading sires of new Standard
Performers for each of the fifty years of the New
Century Era. The four surviving Hambletonian 10
branches; George Wilkes (GW), Electioneer (E),
Happy Medium (HM) and Director (D) are again
notated after the name of each new sire. The

It must also be noted that Mr McElwyn, San

exception is Prodigal who is from the Mambrino

Francisco and Bingen all failed to extend their lines

Chief sire line.

beyond the New Century Era but the descendants
of Abbedale established branches that rivaled
allcomers. Their story belongs in the next chapter
but the foundations of success were underway early
in the New Century Era.

It can be seen that the first decade belonged to the
sons of George Wilkes although the Electioneer line
was beginning to have an influence. The following
thirty years were to see a complete reversal of

fortunes as the Happy Medium sire line totally

Table 4.3 lists the top ten sires of Standard

dominated through the branch from Peter the Great.

Performers in the New Century Era, and the

TABLE 4.2 LEADING SIRE OF THE YEAR

!

Leading sire of New Standard Performers

1900

Allerton (GW)

1901-05

dominance of the George Wilkes and Happy
Medium lines are obvious.
TABLE 4.3 LEADING SIRES (1949)

Ashland Wilkes (GW)

1906

Chimes (E)

1907

Allerton (GW)

1908

Bingen (E)

1909

Prodigal **

1910

Bingen (E)

1911

Moko (GW)

1912 -13

Walnut Hall (E)

1914 -22

Peter the Great (HM)

1923

Etawah (E)

1924

Peter Volo (HM)

1925-30

Standard Performers
Peter the Great (1895)-HM

661

Peter Volo (1911)-HM

533

Guy Axworthy (1902)-GW

502

Volomite (1926)-HM

499

Mr McElwyn (1921)-GW

366

San Francisco (1903)-GW

351

Belwin (1895)-GW

339

Trampfast (1905)-GW

297

General Watts (1904)-GW

273

Allerton (1886)-GW

271

Guy Axworthy (HM)

1931

Mr McElwyn (HM)

1932-35

Peter Volo (HM)

1936

Truax (GW) and Peter Volo (HM)

1937

Spencer (GW)

1938

Abbedale (E)

1939

Mr McElwyn (GW)

Trotters and pacers
While the trotter reigned supreme as the preferred
gait throughout the nineteenth century, change was
rapidly occurring. In the ever increasing search for
speed the pacer bettered his opponent in reaching

1940-43

Volomite (HM)

1944

Scotland (GW)

new milestones of achievement. Tables 4.4 and 4.5

1945-9

Volomite (HM)

separate the leading sires of Standard Performers
for each gait.

Standard Performers remained the measure of

With the widespread introduction of hopples, plus

success until the Modern Era of harness racing. It

the money and glamour of Grand Circuit racing, the

was not until 1948 that the two minute list even

inclination to convert natural pacers to the trotting

reached one hundred. For this reason the following

gait fell out of practice. Consequently pacing sires

tables are invaluable in measuring the success of

were more favorably accepted.

each branch of the four sire lines during the first half

While Peter the Great and Guy Axworthy stand out

of the twentieth century.

as giants among the trotting stallions, Volomite

The passing of the title of leading sire from Peter

shows his versatility with a strong showing on both

the Great to Peter Volo and then to Volomite is the

tables. Hedgewood Boy is the sole survivor from the

only example, in this history, of three successive

Abdallah 15 sire line, while the emergence of the

generations of one sire line dominating the breed in

Electioneer and Director pacing lines is apparent.

succession.
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TABLE 4.4 STANDARD TROTTERS BY SIRE

Standard Performer list had given way to the 2:10

Standard trotting progeny (1950)

then 2:05 and finally the two minute performance list

Peter the Great (1895)-HM

498

Guy Axworthy (1902)-GW

454

Peter Volo (1911)-HM

377

In the third group of tables, stallions are ranked by

San Francisco (1903)-GW

285

the number of their progeny that entered the lists for

Mr McElwyn(1921)-GW

276

the first hundred trotters or pacers in each of these

Volomite (1926) HM

255

time groupings.

Belwin (1910)-GW

248

General Watts (1904)-GW

234

Bingara (1901)-E

216

Allerton (1896)-GW

210

The Harvester (1905)-E

207

Chestnut Peter (1915) –HM

205

Dillon Axworthy (1910) –GW

199

Bingen (1893) –E

192

TABLE 4.5 STANDARD PACERS BY SIRE

Standard pacing progeny (1950)

as leading performance measures of siring ability.

TABLE 4.6

SIRES OF TWO MINUTE PERFORMERS

TROTTERS (First 100)
Scotland

12

Volomite

11

Peter Volo

7

Guy Axworthy

4

His Excellency

4

Rodney

4

PACERS (First 100)
Volomite

7

Abbedale

6

Billy Direct

5

Single G

4

Volomite (1926)-HM

244

Abbedale(1917)-E

236

Napoleon Direct (1908)-D

217

Hal Dale (1926) –E

179

Hedgewood Boy (1902) *

177

Bert Abbe (1922) –E

176

Here again, the versatility of Volomite is most

Peter the Great (1895)-HM

163

obvious with his presence at the top of the lists for

Cold Cash (1927) –HM

157

both gaits. While the two surviving trotting sire lines

Peter Volo (1911)-HM

156

vie for supremacy the Hal Dale line is emerging as

Peter Henley (1918) –HM

150

Billy Direct (1934) –D

145

Trampfast (1905)-GW

144

Peter Henley (1918)-HM

140

Walter Direct (1900)-D

140

The list of the first hundred three year old trotters

Dan Patch (1896)-GW

138

was completed early in the twentieth century and

Chief Abbedale (1929) –E

137

reflects the impact of the earlier sires of the era.

the dominant pacing line, perhaps signaling the
complete domination that was to come in the
Modern Era.

TABLE 4.7

Speed performances

SIRES OF 2:05 3YO TROTTERS

Credits in first 100 list
Peter the Great

16

The New Century Era witnessed a gradual

Moko

6

improvement in the production of speed through

General Watts

5

both improved tracks and equipment as well as

Bingen

5

breeding programs. By the end of this era the
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Early speed continued to be sought among
juveniles and the first one hundred two year old
trotters and pacers lists were also completed within

TABLE 4.9 BROODMARE SIRES

STANDARD PERFORMERS (1949)
Peter the Great (1895)-HM

1110

Guy Axworthy (1902)-GW

746

Peter Volo (1911)-HM

543

Again, the dominance of Volomite is obvious. An

Axworthy (1892)-GW

469

interesting addition is Adios, despite the small size

Nutwood (1870) *

407

of his early crops. At this stage he is matched by his

Moko (1893)-GW

397

racetrack rival Kings Counsel, but this was soon to

Dillon Axworthy (1910)-GW

375

San Francisco (1903)-GW

374

Baron Wilkes (1882)-GW

367

Bingen (1893)-E

344

Red Wilkes (1874)-GW

343

Belwin (1910)-GW

339

this era and are set out below.

change dramatically in the Modern Era.
TABLE 4.8 SIRES OF 2:05 2YO PERFORMERS
TROTTERS

Credits in first 100 list

Volomite

13

Hoot Mon

9

Peter Volo

8

Mr McElwyn

6

Victory Song

6

PACERS

Credits in first 100 list

Volomite

17

Hal Dale

8

Billy Direct

6

Adios

5

Kings Counsel

5

Broodmare sires
While this chapter concerns the rise and demise of

TABLE 4.10 BROODMARE SIRES-TROTTERS

STANDARD PERFORMERS (1949)
Peter the Great (1895)-HM

808

Guy Axworthy (1902)-GW

572

Axworthy (1892)-GW

405

Moko (1893)-GW

331

Peter Volo (1911)-HM

314

Nutwood (1870)*

297

Baron Wilkes (1882)-GW

285

Dillon Axworthy (1910)-GW

272

Walnut Hall (1898)-E

255

Belwin (1910)-GW

248

Bingen (1893)-E

248

San Francisco (1903)-GW

246

sire lines, it is important to also note the contribution
of sires on the maternal side of the pedigree. Tables
4.9 to 4.18 mirror the trends of the sire line tables

TABLE 4.11 BROODMARE SIRES-PACERS

STANDARD PACERS (1949)
Peter the Great (1895)-HM

302

with notable differences in the contributions of

Peter Volo (1911)-HM

229

certain stallions.

Guy Axworthy (1902)-GW

174

Likewise when the trotting and pacing gaits are

Walter Direct (1900)-D

159

San Francisco (1903)-GW

128

General Watts (1904)-GW

120

Grattan Royal (1908)-GW

115

Strathmore (1866)-E

115

Robert McGregor (1871)*

113

treated separately, the significance of different sire
lines becomes more apparent. It is also interesting
to note that a number of sires had the ability to
contribute to both gaits successfully, even having
progeny that took standard records at both gaits.

Nutwood (1870)*

110

This is reflected in Tables 4.10 and 4.11 which

Gambetta Wilkes (1881)-GW

110

separate the sires by gait.

Belwin (1910) –(GW)

110
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The enormous contribution of Peter the Great and

two minute pacers reflects the emergence of the

Axworthy along with each of their sons is obvious.

pacer and the use of better bred mares to enhance

Also, the line from Abdallah 15 survived into the

their development. The broodmare credits for the

New Century Era through Belmont and then

first one hundred three year old trotters are evenly

Nutwood who finished fifth on this list. Nutwood also

spread with only three sires having more than three

sired a creditable one hundred and forty five Classic

credits. The Foundation Era sire Prodigal, the last of

Progeny while another grandson in Robert

the Mambrino Chief line, is also present on this list.

McGregor sired seventy three.

TABLE 4.14 BROODMARE SIRES 2:05 2YO LIST

TROTTERS

TABLE 4.12 BROODMARE SIRES:2:00 LIST

TROTTERS

Credits in first 100 list

Guy Axworthy

12

Credits in first 100 list

Scotland

9

Mr McElwyn

7

Mr McElwyn

7

Dean Hanover

6

Volomite

7

Dillon Axworthy

6

Spencer

6

Volomite

6

PACERS

Credits in first 100 list

Spencer

6

Volomite

7

PACERS

Guy Axworthy

6

Guy Axworthy

9

Dillon Axworthy

4

Volomite

9

Hal Dale

8

Abbedale

5

The sire line tables in this chapter follow the same
structure and rules as the previous chapter, but

Credits in first 100 list

extend the descendant sires to those with thirty or
more Classic Progeny. Where some sire lines are

The broodmare sire credits for two year olds also

shown as ending in these tables, they may, in fact,

shows the rise of the sires from the twenties and

have continued with small numbers for a few

thirties. Volomite gives another strong showing for

generations before becoming extinct.

both gaits while the Electioneer sire line is emerging

TABLE 4.13

BROODMARE SIRES 2:05 3YO LIST

TROTTERS

strongly on the pacers table.

Credits in first 100 list

Axworthy

7

Prodigal

7

Bingen

4

PACERS
Peter the Great

7

Guy Axworthy

6

Justice Brook

6

The Abbe

3

The Speed tables for broodmare sire credits reflect
a similar pattern to those for the sires, although
those foaled in the earlier years are more obvious.
The strong influence of trotting sires in the table for
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achievements of those that bred into the New
VOLOMITE: LEADING SIRE OF CLASSIC WINNERS

Century Era.

Greatest New Century Era stallions

TABLE 4.16 THE GEORGE WILKES SIRE LINE

The New Century Era witnessed the emergence of

NEW CENTURY ERA

the Happy Medium and Electioneer sire lines and

1. George Wilkes (1856)

the resurgence of George Wilkes through Axworthy.
The ten stallions chosen as the greatest of the New
Century Era are ranked in Table 4.15 below. Each
stallion will be discussed fully in the following
analysis of the rise and demise of sire lines over this
fifty year period.

Classic Progeny
*

2. Alcyone (1877)

*

3. McKinney (1887)

86

4. Belwin (1910)

114

4. Zombro (1892)

28

5. San Francisco (1903)

126

2. Onward (1875)

*

3. Anderson Wilkes (1884)

10

4. Single G (1910)
TABLE 4.15 GREATEST NEW CENTURY STALLIONS

Peter the Great
Peter Volo
Volomite
Guy Axworthy
Axworthy
Scotland
Bingen

27

2. Patchen Wilkes (1882)

20

3. Joe Patchen (1889)

11

4. Dan Patch

23

2. William L (1882)

*

3. Axtell (1886)

*

4. Axworthy *

See Table 4.17

* Stallion discussed in another chapter

Mr McElwyn
San Francisco
Abbedale

McKinney
Winner of seventeen of his twenty four starts and
unbeaten at four, McKinney also broke the world

George Wilkes line

record for stallions of that age group.

As we have already seen, the sons of George

From an estimated one thousand foals McKinney

Wilkes dominated the final decades of the

produced two hundred and twenty five Standard

nineteenth century and many of them have already

Performers and was broodmare sire of another two

been discussed in the previous chapter. Other sons

hundred and thirteen. He was among the leading

continued this dominance into the twentieth century

fifteen sires of Standard Performers at the close of

As Table 4.2 has already shown, his sons; Allerton,

the Foundation Era and added to his credits

Ashland Wilkes and Moko were the leading sires of

significantly during the New Century Era. He left

America through to 1905.

ninety four siring sons and his Classic Progeny

The New Century Era branches are shown in Table

numbered eighty six with ten in the 2:10 list. Yet he

4.16 with those sons that have already been

never achieved the distinction of being the leading

discussed in the previous chapter marked with an

stallion of America.

asterix. We now turn to an account of the siring

His fastest son, Arion McKinney (T2:05½), was
exported to Europe after a brief stud career, leaving
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only a handful of foals in America. He appears to be

next best was a half brother to Guy Abbey in

a sad loss to the sire line. Amongst later champions,

Kentucky Futurity winner Calumet Brownie. His

Arion McKinney appears as the sire of the fourth

daughter, Sumatra (T2:02½) was the fastest three

dam of Adios Butler.

year old trotter of her year and later produced

McKinneyʼs most famous daughter is Roya
McKinney, dam of eleven Classic Progeny including
Scotland and the fastest three year olds of their

Calumet Chuck, sire of both Nibble Hanover and
Titan Hanover. However, his sire line was extinct
before the Modern Era arrived.

year in Highland Scott (1:59¼TT) and dual

Other outstanding daughters include Minnetonka,

Kentucky Futurity winner Rose Scott (T1:59¾).

Miss Belwin and Sweet Marie. Minnetonka

McKinney appears 4x4 in the pedigree of

produced top broodmares Spinster and Emily

Greyhound and 4x5 in the pedigree of Titan

Stokes while Miss Belwin produced New Zealand

Hanover. It was left to his sons Belwin (T2:06¾TT)

Cup winner, and leading sire, Josedale Grattan.

and Zombro (T2:11) to extend his sire line.

Sweet Marie (T2:02), was the richest trotter in
America in 1904, the year in which she won the

Belwin

Transylvania. Two years later she became the
fastest trotter in the land but did not breed on.

Zombro
McKinneyʼs second great siring son was Zombro
(T2:11) winner of thirteen races, the most ever by a
three year old at that time. His greatest legacy is
being the second broodmare sire of Greyhound. He
also finished forty eighth in the all time sires list of
Standard Performers of this era with one hundred
and fifty one and a further one hundred and twenty
Belwin, the undefeated son of McKinney, was

broodmare credits. His best stallion son, San

strongly inbred, with his dam Belle Winnie being 4x2

Francisco, was considered to be the best gaited

to Electioneer. The prolific mare Beautiful Bells also

stallion of his generation.

appears through the broodmare sire.

San Francisco

Belwin produced one hundred and fourteen Classic

San Franciscoʼs dam Oniska was closely inbred 2x3

Progeny while his three hundred and thirty nine

to the Nutwood mare, Lida W but the family had no

Standard Performers places him fifth on the sires

other success and became extinct with his passing.

list of 1949. He was also twelfth on the all time
Broodmare sires list with three hundred and thirty
eight credits. This performance earned him a place
in the USTA Hall of Fame.

Remembered by many as simply the broodmare
sire of Volomite, San Francisco had considerable
success as a sire in his own right. He sired twenty
Classic Winners, the best being the mare Jeannette

His best siring son was the dual gaited Belmar,

Rankin (T2:03½), winner of eight Classic Races and

fastest three year old pacer of his year, while his

richest trotter of 1921, plus Fireglow (T2:04) fastest
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two year old of 1927, the year in which he won both

The legacy of McKinney, Belwin and San Francisco

the Lexington and Kentucky Futurity. The fastest

continues through their daughters.

progeny of San Francisco was the pacer Sanardo
(1:59½TT).

Onward
The career of Onward was discussed in the
previous chapter and here we take up the extension
of his branch into the New Century Era.
A third and little known son, Anderson Wilkes
(T2:22¼), was bred 3x3 to Hambletonian 10. He
sired one hundred and four Standard Performers of
whom sixty two were pacers but only eight were
Classic Winners. One of these, Single G, is
regarded, along with Dan Patch and Billy Direct, as
one of the three greatest pacers of the early

SAN FRANCISCO

twentieth century .

As the tables show, San Francisco finished sixth on
the all time sires list of Standard Performers for this

Single G

era, with three hundred and fifty one, and eighth on
the Broodmare list with three hundred and seventy
four. He sired one hundred and twenty six Classic
Progeny but only twenty Classic Winners and the
extension of his sire line was dealt a blow by the
death of his three greatest performers prior to them
entering stud. Two other sons were exported to
Europe where they became leading sires before
each became victims of war time disasters. His best
broodmare credit was Peter Astra, winner of fifteen
Classic Races and leading stake earner for 1939
the year of his Hambletonian victory.

Single G (1:58½) won two hundred and sixty two of
the four hundred and thirty four heats in which he
competed and, on his retirement, his ninety eight

While San Francisco won fame for the pure gait of

race wins outnumbered those for any horse of any

his foals and the racing and breeding deeds of his

breed.

daughters, none of his surviving sons bred on. His
greatest maternal achievement is being the
broodmare sire of two champion sires in Volomite
and Stars Pride.

He was the first pacer to enter the hundred
thousand dollar earners list and his race winnings of
$113,443 remained the largest for any horse for
twenty years. Single G became legendary through

He was the last of the line for McKinney and the sire

his speed record. He was the fastest pacer in the

line was extinct well before the Modern Era began.

land from 1919 to 1921 and the first to win all three
heats of a race in under two minutes. At the age of
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thirteen he became the first horse to win two heats

Dan Patch became one of the most famous horses

in under 1:59.

in the history of harness racing. He was only beaten

Retired to stud at seventeen years of age, Single G
lacked the maternal pedigree to attract good mares
yet he did sire eighty one Standard Performers over
his twelve year career. His fastest progeny was the
dual gaited Dick Reynolds who won in T2:05¼ as a
two year old then 1:59¼ as an aged free legged

twice in his fifty six heats but never lost a race. In
1905, Dan Patch paced a world record 1:55¼, a
time unsurpassed for thirty three years. For most of
his life, competitors could not be found for match
races so he paced exhibition miles to adoring
crowds.

pacer. He was the fastest pacer of his year and won

When retired at the age of thirteen he had paced

two Classic Races. However, like his sire, he did not

seventy three miles at an average of 1:59½ and had

breed on.

set nine world records. Although he finished tenth
on the New Century Era list for sires of Standard

Patchen Wilkes

Pacers, with one hundred and thirty eight credits, he

Statistically, Patchen Wilkes should not be included

did not sire a Classic Winner. Surprisingly, his

on this list, having only twenty Classic Progeny and

fastest offspring was actually a trotter.

failing to establish a sire line. However, two of his
descendants were to achieve so much fame that

Axworthy

they must be mentioned. His son Joe Patchen
(2:01¼) was the fastest pacer on the Grand Circuit
during 1905 and sired a son that was to become a
superstar. His name was Dan Patch.

Dan Patch

The pedigree of Axworthy gave no indication of
what was to come. His maternal family had not
previously produced anything of note and has had
little further success with only fourteen Classic
Dan Patch was bred 3x4 to George Wilkes, while
Madam Adams, the dam of his broodmare sire
Wilkesberry, was inbred 2x2 to Cassius M Clay 22.
Despite his amazing track record, Dan Patch
produced no siring sons that had any success.
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Winners in more than a century.
Table 4.17 lays out the branch of the sire line
descending from Axworthy through to the close of
the New Century Era. Restricted to sires with more
than thirty Classic Progeny, it shows how this
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branch dominated the breed until the arrival of Peter

At stud, Axworthy had a slow beginning until the

the Great, then went into decline. In the new

arrival of Hamburg Belle who in 1909 lowered the

millennium, the pacing line has become extinct

world record of Cresceus by a full two seconds then

while the future of the trotting sire line is tenuous.

went on to defeat World Champion gelding Uhlan.

Although a full brother to Guy Abbey, William L was
a failure at stud, siring just one outstanding son in
Axtell, whose story was told in the previous chapter.
Axtell showed that he had the potential to sire early
speed when he became the first stallion to have five
two year olds enter the Standard Performer list in

From here his stud career exploded and he finished
the New Century Era with over two hundred
Standard Performers and one hundred and
seventeen Classic Progeny. As a broodmare sire he
was even better finishing fourth on the list in 1949
with four hundred and sixty nine credits. His mares
also produced twenty six Classic Winners. Seven

the one season.

of his sons sired Classic Progeny but only three
The best of these was Axworthy (T2:15½), but a

made a significant impact.

strenuous campaign saw him become lame early in
his career. Axworthy never again impressed on the

Dillon Axworthy

racetrack and was fortunate to even be given an
opportunity at stud, yet he went on to become one
of the ten great sires of his era.
TABLE 4.17 THE AXWORTHY BRANCH

Classic Progeny
4. Axworthy (1892)

117

5. Dillon Axworthy (1910)

98

6. Dean Hanover (1934)

217

5. General Watts (1904)

70

5. Guy Axworthy (1902)

252

6. Guy Abbey (1925)
6. Guy McKinney (1923)
7. Spud Hanover (1936)
8. Florican (1947)
6. Lee Axworthy (1911)
7. Lee Tide (1918)

140
37
24
190
38
27

Winner of four Classic Races at two and three years
of age, Dillon Axworthy (T2:10¼) went on to sire two
hundred and thirty one Standard Performers which
placed him in sixteenth place on the list by 1949.

8. Spencer (1925)

123

His daughter Margaret Dillon (1:58¼TT), bred 3x4

6. Mr McElwyn (1921)

206

to Axtell, was the fastest and wealthiest pacer of
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1922 and produced Dillon Hall (2.00) who was

71

exported to New Zealand where he became the

7. Mc I Win (1929)
6. Truax (1921)
7. Calumet Chuck (1929)

47

8. Nibble Hanover (1936)

157

9. Knight Dream (1945)

149

leading sire for eight consecutive years.
Dillon Axworthy finished seventh on the broodmare
sires list with three hundred and seventy five
credits. Among the produce of his mares was
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Hambletonian winner Hanovers Bertha and the dual

Guy Abbey

gaited Raider who became leading sire of Australia
for eight consecutive years.
Dean Hanover (T1:58½TT), the fastest and most
successful son of Dillon Axworthy, won five Classic
Races including the Kentucky and was the fastest
three year old of his year. His sixty five winners as a
broodmare sire included two Hambletonian winners,
Little Brown Jug winner Lehigh Hanover and
American Trotting Championship winner Dart
Hanover. The latter was exported to Europe where
he won nine Classic Races and sired Italian
champion Zardoz. Demon Hanover (T1:59.4TT), the
greatest son, of Dean Hanover, won the
Hambletonian and was fastest trotter of 1948. He
failed to carry the line forward.

General Watts
Fastest three year old trotter of 1907, General Watts
(T2:06¾) also won the Kentucky Futurity among his

Winner of one Classic Race, the Review Trot as a
three year old, Guy Abbey (T2:06¾) earned
immortality as the sire of the gelding Greyhound,
arguably the greatest harness racing horse of all
time. In addition there were sixteen other Classic
Progeny including Lime Abbey, the champion
trotting mare of Sweden.

four Classic Race wins in that year. At stud, his two

His greatest daughter was the dual gaited Calumet

hundred and seventy three Standard Performers

Evelyn (1:59¼ and T1:59). Her two pacing Classic

placed him in the top ten on the 1949 list while he

Race wins included the Kentucky Futurity of 1935,

finished sixth on the broodmare list for pacers. His

the year in which she was the fastest and richest

seventy Classic Progeny included three Kentucky

pacer in America. At stud she produced two Classic

Futurity winners while his son Baron Watts won the

Race winning daughters and her descendants

German Derby. None of his sons continued the line.

include twenty one Classic Winners including
millionaire trotter Windylane Hanover (T1:53).

Guy Axworthy
One of the most successful of the Axworthy branch
sire lines was that through Guy Axworthy. His career
is recounted more fully in chapter seven.
Guy Axworthy sired forty two Classic Winners. His

Guy Abbey was also broodmare sire of thirty nine
Classic Progeny including a number of successful
sires, notably Hambletonian winner Hoot Mon. It is
unfortunate that his best sons were geldings and his
sire line did not progress.

best three progeny alone won twenty Classic Races
b e t w e e n t h e m , i n c l u d i n g t h e fi r s t t w o

Lee Axworthy

Hambletonians. His fastest son, Lee Axworthy

Unfortunate in running second to the champion

(T1:58¼) was the fourth horse to enter the two

Peter Volo in four Futurities, the following year Lee

minute trotting list while Arion Guy (T1:59½TT)

Axworthy (T1:58¼TT) inflicted Peter Voloʼs first and

became the fifth.

only defeat. One year later he became the worldʼs
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first two minute trotting stallion, a record not
surpassed for twenty five years until bettered by
Spencer Scott.

Mr McElwyn was the greatest colt sensation among
the numerous champions sired by Guy Axworthy.
He became a World Champion at two and his
His tragic death, after only two seasons at stud, left
him with just thirty eight Classic Progeny but these
included sons, Lee Tide and Lee Worthy, who
ensured a lasting legacy.
Lee Tide earned distinction as the sire of 1928
Hambletonian winner Spencer (T1:59¾TT) the
fastest and wealthiest trotter of that year. He in turn
sired 1946 Messenger winner Doctor Spencer and
was broodmare sire of the first Triple Crown winner
Scott Frost, 1940 Hambletonian winner Spencer
Scott and Light Brigade who became one of the
greatest sires of New Zealand.

1:59¾ mile the following year made him the first
three year old of either gait to beat the two minute
mark. His six Classic Race victories included the
Kentucky Futurity at both two and three years of
age and he was the fastest trotter in America in all
four years that he raced.
At stud, Mr McElwyn can lay claim to being the best
siring son of Guy Axworthy. He produced two
hundred and six Classic Progeny, more than any
other son, along with thirty six Classic Winners.
Shirley Hanover and McLin Hanover each won him
a Hambletonian while Main McElwyn and McLin
Hanover gave him two Kentucky Futurity winners.

Kentucky Futurity winner Lee Worthy was bred 3x3
to Axworthy. He was the broodmare sire of 1936
Hambletonian winner Rosalind (T1:56¾TT) and
1939 Italian Derby winner Floridoro. Despite their
exceptional maternal impact, the sons of Lee
Axworthy could not continue his sire line.

Colby Hanover equalled Mr McElwynʼs record as
the fastest trotter of his year at both two and three
years of age and his seven Classic Race victories
included the Messenger at four.
Mc I Win was the fastest three year old of his year
and although he did not breed on he was the

Mr McElwyn

broodmare sire of Little Brown Jug winner and 1956

Bred on the golden cross of Axworthy upon a Peter

Pacer of the Year, Adios Harry (1:55).

the Great mare, he also possessed a 4x4 to George
Wilkes on his maternal lines. In fact, his grand dam
Maggie Onward was inbred 2x4 to that sire.
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other sons failed at stud. His branch of the sire line
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was gone before the end of the New Century Era

Nibble Hanover (T1:58¾) was the fastest two year

and his presence is only found on the maternal side

old of his year, held the world record for trotting

of pedigrees. He was the leading broodmare sire of

stallions and won thirteen Classic Races including

two year old Standard Performers on six occasions

the 1941 Messenger.

and his broodmares provided sixty seven Classic
Winners.
As a broodmare sire, Mr McElwyn claims
Hambletonian winners Blaze Hanover and
Chestertown, but more importantly dual Trotter of
the Year and sire Kimberly Kid plus the great
progenitor, Stars Pride.

Truax
Truax (T2:03½) had only one Classic Race win but
sired twenty three Classic Winners. His best was

Titan Hanover

1931 Hambletonian winner Calumet Butler
(T2:02½), later exported to Germany, Ladino who
won the top two and three year old races of Italy
and Topas who won the Norwegian Derby.
Among his pacers, Tryax was the fastest of his year.
He was sire of Hal Tryax who was exported to New
Zealand where he gained fame as the sire of three
of the countries greatest champions. Mare Robin
Dundee, claimed an Inter Dominion Championship
and Miracle Mile among her eighteen Classic Race
wins while Tactile had six Derby wins in his sixteen
Classic Race victories. The third was another Inter
Dominion Champion in Cardigan Bay. He won forty
two Classic Races and became the first
standardbred in history to win a million dollars in

Titan Hanover won twelve Classic Races, became
the first two year old to enter the two minute list,
was world record holder as a three year old, then
won the 1945 Hambletonian.

race earnings. In his American campaign he took
the National Pacing Derby and was one of only two

At stud, Titan Hanover produced twelve Classic

horses to defeat the champion, Bret Hanover.

Winners, the best being 1957 Hambletonian winner

Calumet Chuck
The horse that carried the Truax branch forward,
however, was 1931 Kentucky Futurity winner
Calumet Chuck (T2:04). In a stud career cut short
by his premature death, he sired two champions.
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Hickory Smoke (T1:58.2TT), the fastest two and
three year old of his year. In turn, Hickory Smoke
was leading sire for two years with champions in
Dayan (T1:55.4TT), winner of fourteen Classic
Races, Chiola Hanover (T1:57.4) winner of ten
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Classic Races before being exported, and Elma

Race wins including the Cane Pace and Little

winner of the Swedish Elitlopp and The Prix de

Brown Jug in 1957. He was Pacer of the Year at two

France. While Chiola Hanover has been successful

years of age when he set a new world record for his

at stud in New Zealand, the sire line from Titan

age. At three he was even better, winning nineteen

Hanover has become extinct.

of his twenty two starts, recording nine two minute
miles, the most ever in a season by any horse and

Nibble Hanover
Nibble Hanover has proven more resilient at stud.
His best performer was the mare Miss Tilly, winner
of the 1949 Hambletonian, while his best son, pacer
Knight Dream (1:59TT), took out the 1948 Little
Brown Jug.

being named Harness Horse of the Year.
The following year he retired to Hanover Shoe
Farms but proved a disaster. His only two progeny
of merit were two year old star Truluck and Little
Brown Jug winner Vicar Hanover. Neither of them
had any success at stud.
A second son, Duane Hanover (1:58) won the
National Pacing Derby but also failed to breed on.
He did manage some fame as the broodmare sire of
Abercrombie.
The last of the Nibble Hanover sire line was the
unhoppled pacer, Lumber Dream (1:58.2). Winner
of only two Classic Races, he became one of the
greatest broodmare sires of New Zealand and sire
of champions Robalan and Preux Chevalier who are
discussed further in the Australian and New Zealand
book.

No trotting sons managed to keep his sire line alive,
but he made a significant contribution to the pacing

Guy McKinney

line in two ways. The first was as the broodmare

The most immediate claim to fame for Guy

sire of Henry T Adios while the second was through
siring sons Knight Dream and Bachelor Hanover.

McKinney (1:58¾TT) is that he won the inaugural
Hambletonian in 1926. In the same year he won
seven Classic Races including the Kentucky

As a broodmare sire Knight Dream produced forty
five Classic Winners and five exceptional horses,

Futurity. The following year he became the fastest
trotter in the country before retiring to stud.

each with a significant number of Classic Race
wins. These were Valiant Bret with seven, Coffee
Break nine, Dream Maker ten, Best of All nineteen,
including a Little Brown Jug, and Triple Crown
champion Rum Customer with sixteen.
As a sire, Knight Dream had less success. His best,

His success at stud was limited, with only two sons
of note. Dale Hanover won the Lexington and Spud
Hanover the Kentucky Futurity. Dale Hanover left no
siring sons and Spud Hanover only one in Florican
(T1:57.2), the fastest trotter of 1952.

Torpid (1:58), was a super star with twelve Classic
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Florican had some success at stud with gelded son

Winner of four Classic Races, he was unplaced only

Flirth (T1:57.1) winning the 1973 Hambletonian

twice in his fifty five starts.

while brothers Songcan and Songflori won a
combined seventeen Classic Races. Prior to his
export to Sweden, Songcan (T1:58.3) left Nearly
Perfect (T1:54) fastest trotter of 1986. Again, his
siring record was shy with only one son of note,
Sierra Kosmos. This was virtually the end of the line
for Guy McKinney as no significant siring
descendants remain.
When George Wilkes and his sons dominated the
siring ranks of North America at the beginning of the
twentieth century, it would have been almost
inconceivable to think that his sire line would be
extinct as the century drew to a close. Yet his
trotting empire appears to hang by a thread, in
anticipation that a grandson may provide a miracle.
The most likely candidate, the twenty year old
Sierra Kosmos, is completing his stud career in
America after shuttling to Australia while a few
grandsons still race in Europe.

Billy Direct sired only one hundred and eighty six
foals with an incredible one hundred and twenty two
being Classic Progeny. He was the leading stake
earnings sire of America in 1952. Among his
eighteen Classic Progeny were Direct Rhythm, who
became the fastest pacer of the year in 1952, then
leading sire of two year olds before being exported

We can now turn to Dictator, the second of the four
Hambletonian sire lines to survive and prosper into
the New Century Era.

The Direct branch
As mentioned in the last chapter, the twentieth
century opened with Napoleon Direct as the leading
sire of pacers. The star of the sire line over the next
half century, however, was undoubtedly Billy Direct.

to Australia. Another was Ensign Hanover who won
the inaugural Little Brown Jug in 1946 and was the
richest two and three year old pacer in America. In
1950, Dudley Hanover became Billy Directʼs second
Little Brown Jug winner and joined Ensign Hanover
in the all time stake earners list.
TABLE 4.18 THE DIRECT BRANCH

NEW CENTURY ERA

Classic Progeny

5. Walter Direct (1900)

Billy Direct
His extraordinary career began when he paced a
world record 1:58 as a three year old, a mark not
beaten for fourteen years. The following year he
beat the thirty three year old world record of Dan

*

6. Napoleon Direct (1909)
7. Billy Direct (1934)

*
122

8. Ensign Hanover (1943)

67

8. Garrison Hanover (N)

330

8. Tar Heel (1948)

447

Patch, pacing 1:55 in a time trial. This record
remained unchallenged for twenty three years.

As a broodmare sire Billy Direct can boast another
Little Brown Jug credit with Triple Crown winner
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Adios Butler, who also bettered Billy Directʼs world
record with a time of 1:54.3. A fourth Little Brown
Jug credit came courtesy of two and three year old
Pacer of the Year Bullet Hanover. The trio of
outstanding broodmare progeny concludes with
Harness Horse of the Year, Bye Bye Byrd, winner of

TABLE 4.19 THE PETER THE GREAT BRANCH

Classic Progeny
3. Peter the Great (1895)

320

4. Chestnut Peter (1915)

57

4. Peter Scott (1909)

40

5. Sir Walter Scott

57

5. Scotland

232

fourteen Classic Races.

6. Darnley (1940)

**

The siring pinnacle for Billy Direct, however, was his

6. Hoot Mon (1944)

**

6. Scottish Pence (1945)

**

4. Peter the Brewer (1918)

74

son Tar Heel. Also a Little Brown Jug winner, fastest
two and three year old pacer of the year and entrant
into the top one hundred all time stake earners. His
greatest triumph was his siring achievements and
these are taken up in chapter six.

Peter the Great branch

4. Peter Volo (1911)

254

5. Protector (1928)

66

5. Sandy Flash (1924)

61

6. Bill Gallon (1938)

91

5. Volomite (1926)

338

While the George Wilkes line dominated the first
thirty years of the New Century Era, their mantle

The enduring impact of Peter the Great on the

was usurped in no uncertain way by Peter the Great

American Standardbred is only surpassed by that of

and his progeny.

Hambletonian 10. The racing and breeding careers
of Peter the Great, his son Peter Volo and his

Peter the Great

grandson Volomite are all taken up in chapter

As Table 4.2 shows, Peter the Great was the

seven.

leading sire of new Standard Performers for nine
consecutive years from 1914 to 1922 with his son
Peter Volo following six times and his grandson
Volomite another five. Their reign was only briefly
interrupted when Guy Axworthy reclaimed the crown
for the Wilkes clan.

Of his siring sons, Chestnut Peter sired eight colts
that were Classic Winners sons while eight of the
thirteen Classic Winners sired by Peter the Brewer
were colts. Not one of these managed to extend the
sire line and it was left to his fastest and wealthiest
sons who each began a strong branch.

Peter Scott
The wealthiest son of Peter the Great, Peter Scott
lost only one of his eighteen starts on the Grand
Circuit as a four year old, with eight of these being
Classic Races. He became the first trotter in history
to earn over $50,000 in stake money in one season
of racing. His dam was not royally bred but did add
three crosses of Hambletonian 10.
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At stud, Peter Scott did not reach the heights of his

hundred and thirty two Classic Progeny, forty seven

sire but had one hundred and twenty nine Standard

Classic Winners and was broodmare sire of a

Performers, thirty nine Classic Progeny and eight

further eighty three. He had forty five in 2:05 and

Classic Winners. He produced three performers

eight in two minutes. His broodmare credits include

from the same mare, Roya McKinney, and in total

Hambletonian winners Emilys Pride and Lusty Song

his progeny claimed the Kentucky Futurity on four

plus the outstanding Belle Acton.

occasions.

Winner of fifteen from twenty one at age two,

His best daughter, Rose Scott (T1:59¾TT), won six

nineteen from twenty four at three and a lifetime

Classic Races including the Kentucky Futurity at

tally of fifty eight wins, Belle Acton set numerous

two and three, while his pacing son Logan Scott

speed records and retired as the wealthiest

(2:11¾) achieved the same feat in the pacing

standardbred in history. she was also the first

events. Sam Williams (T2:04¾) also took out the

standardbred mare to win in under two minutes on a

Kentucky Futurity among his eight Classic Races

half mile track.

and started a significant sire line in France. An
exported son in Homer won the German Derby but
it was a less successful racing son in Scotland
(T1:59¼TT) that was to extend his line.

Scotland
Scotland proved to be a formidable siring opponent
to Volomite. As well as being grandsons of Peter the
Great, the pedigrees of Volomite and Scotland had
much more in common. Scotland had McKinney as

Five progeny of Scotland won the Hambletonian,
just shading the total of four winners by Volomite.
One of these was his outstanding daughter
Rosalind who won fourteen Classic Races and
broke an eighteen year old record to become the
fastest trotting mare in history and join the list for
the first hundred trotters in two minutes. Her career
is outlined further in chapter eleven.

Spencer Scott

his broodmare sire while Volomite had San
Francisco, a grandson of McKinney, as his
broodmare sire. In both instances the second
broodmare sire was a son of Electioneer. The
pedigree of both is worthy of closer comparison.
Scotland won two Classic Races at two and ended
his season in the 2:05 list. He won the Horse
Breeder Futurity at both two and three and was
runner up to Spencer in the Hambletonian. Unraced
at four, he entered the first one hundred two minute
trotters list with his T1:59¼ time trial at five, before
retiring to stud.

Scotlandʼs fastest son, Spencer Scott, was the
yearʼs fastest trotter in America on two occasions
and among the first hundred trotters in two minutes.

Scotland finished with two hundred and seventy four

He later sired champion performer and sire Rodney.

Standard Performers in the New Century Era with

The careers of both are discussed in the next

over one hundred being pacers. He also sired two

chapter.
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Scotland was unfortunate in having to compete with

His best son, The Abbe, was the fastest three year

Volomite at stud, outperforming that horse only once

old trotter in America but was converted to the

during his long reign as leading sire of Standard

pacing gait as a seven year old and became the

Performers. As a broodmare sire, Scotland twice

leading stake earning pacer in the land. He went on

headed the list for two year old Standard

to sire two pacers that changed the course of

Performers and was also the leading broodmare

standardbred history.

sire of winners in America on two occasions. He
passed away in 1956 just as the Modern Era was
commencing.

Conductor sired only one son of note, the two year
old Kentucky Futurity winner Walnut Hall (T2:20½ )
and he in turn only one with the three year old

The most outstanding son of Peter the Great was

Kentucky Futurity winner, The Harvester (T2:01). By

Peter Volo and his racing and breeding career is

the 1920ʼs this branch was extinct without any

taken up in chapter seven along with that of his

significant enduring impact.

even more famous son, Volomite.

There was a third branch that was to briefly
dominate the pacing breed before its untimely

The Electioneer sire line
Although a sire of trotters, Electioneer founded the
greatest pacing sire line through his trotting son
Chimes, who sired fifty three Classic Progeny and

demise. That was the line of May King through his
only Classic Winner son Bingen.

Bingen

was the leading sire of Standard Performers in
1906.

TABLE 4.20 THE ELECTIONEER SIRE LINE

Classic Progeny
1. Electioneer 125
2. Conductor (1887)
3. Walnut Hall (1898)
4. The Harvester (1905)

100
5
49
48

2. May King (1886)

4

3. Bingen (1893)

93

4. J Malcom Forbes (1907)

42

Renowned as an exceptionally speedy two year old,
the racing career of Bingen was not well managed

53

and he spent many of his starts chasing home older

22

and far more seasoned horses. He did finish with

75

one three year old Classic Race win and was the

62

fastest horse of his year from two until five. He

130

retired to stud as a seven year old then had many

5. His Majesty (1930)

33

changes of ownership in a twelve year career. His

5. The Widower (1935)

61

dam Young Miss was inbred 2x3 to George Wilkes.

2. Chimes (1884)
3. The Abbe (1903)
4. Abbedale (1917)
5. Chief Abbedale (1929)
5. Hal Dale (1926)

As an interesting aside, the owner of Bingen also
possessed Peter the Great but as the stud was too
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small for both stallions he kept Bingen as his

was a leading sire in Austria and Blue Hill achieved

preferred stallion of the two. Five years later Bingen

the same feat in Russia.

was sold for $32,000, then the highest price ever
paid for a trotting stallion. He changed hands twice
more and was booked to receive his largest and
choicest crop of matrons in the year that he died.
Of the stallions foaled in the nineteenth century,
Bingen produced more Standard Performers than
all except Peter the Great and Allerton, finishing
thirteenth on the Standard Performer sires list at the
conclusion of the New Century Era. He was twice
leading sire of Standard Performers in America and
sired twelve in 2:10, second only to the twenty one
of Peter the Great among sires foaled in the

On the New Century Era broodmare sires list,
Bingen finished in fourteenth place, siring the dams
of three hundred and forty four Standard
Performers. Three of his sons achieved in excess of
one hundred on this list.
Bingen has been described by many as the equal of
his grandsire Electioneer, and one of the greatest
sires in the history of the breed. Unfortunately,
however, his sire line was extinct by the middle of
the New Century Era and his presence is now only
found on the maternal side of the pedigrees of the
modern standardbred.

nineteenth century. In addition, six of his sons sired
in excess of one hundred Standard Performers,

Chimes

again more than any other stallion except Peter the

The mare Beautiful Bells produced an amazing

Great.

fifteen Classic Progeny with ten becoming Standard

His gelded son Uhlan was World Champion and

Performers and six of them being Classic Winners.

only the second trotter to beat the two minute mark,

Bell Bird (T2:26¼), Adbell (T2:23) and Hinda Rose

a feat that the progeny of Peter the Great could not

(T2:19½) were all world record holders, Lexington

accomplish.

winner Bell Boy was the fastest three year old trotter

Bingara finished just two places behind his sire on
the Standard Performer list with two hundred and
thirty two credits and had thirty two Classic Progeny
while J Malcolm Forbes finished with one hundred
and eighty seven Standard Performers and forty

of his year and Saint Bel the leading sire of
Standard Performers in 1894. The greatest of her
progeny however, was another Kentucky Futurity
winner in Chimes (T2:30¾). He was to become the
leading sire of Standard Performers in 1906.

four Classic Progeny. Another son, Favonian

It should be mentioned that Chimes produced a

(T2:01¾) won nine Classic Races and was stake

World Champion three year old trotting filly Fantasy

earner of the year in 1923 but also failed at stud.

(T2:06) who continued on the Grand Circuit to

The promising Todd produced fifty three Classic

become the fastest trotter in America as a six year

Progeny from a very limited career prior to his early

old. He also produced a World Champion gelding in

demise.

The Abbott (T2:03¼) while another gelded trotting

The sons of Bingen also made an impact in Europe.
Codero won the Trotting Championship of Europe
and was a successful sire in Italy, Lord Revelstoke
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son, The Monk (T2:18½) was a Grand Circuit
performer who won the Walnut Cup. Both were from
Mambrino King mares. However, it was left to his
pacing son, The Abbe (2:04) to extend his line.
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The Abbe

two won the Fox Stakes, then the richest two year

The Abbe began his career as a trotter and was the

old pace in America. Others in Brookdale, His Honor

fastest three year old of the year with a time of

and His Majesty all took records of 1:59¾ placing

T2:10½ and two Classic Race wins. He was then

them among the first hundred pacers in two

converted to the pace and raced free legged on the

minutes. His fastest however, was Her Ladyship

Grand Circuit as a seven year old winning eleven

(1:56¾TT) who lowered the world record for pacing

consecutive races and retiring as the wealthiest

mares on four occasions. She was later voted a

stake earning pacer of the year.

USTA Hall of Fame Immortal.

Chief Abbedale
Chief Abbedale (2:00) sired two Little Brown Jug
winners; Forbes Chief (2:01.1) in 1947 and two and
three year old Pacer of the Year, Quick Chief
(2:00.1) in 1955. A third son True Chief (1:59¾) won
thirteen Classic Races and was fastest pacer of
1945. Despite his success as a sire of speedy
performers, none of his sons performed at stud.

His Majesty
At stud he was mated with pacing mares and sired

His Majesty (1:59¾) was the fastest pacer of his

twenty four Classic Progeny with only two being

year at both two and three but did not win a Classic

trotters. His daughter Abbacy was the fastest two

Race. At stud he produced one outstanding

year old pacer of the year while Bert Abbe (1:59¼)

performer in two year old star Court Jester (2:04¼)

was the wealthiest two year old of his year. It was

but again his progeny did not breed on. His most

his son Abbedale (2:01¼) that left four important

successful siring son was the unraced Gay Reveler

pacing sons.

who was exported to Australia where he became a
leading broodmare sire.

Abbedale
Abbedale had seventy five Classic Progeny at the

Hal Dale

conclusion of the New Century Era and was

The breeding of Hal Dale was not fashionable. His

seventeenth on the all time sires list with two

dam, Margaret Hal, carries only one strain of

hundred and thirty six Standard Performers.

Hambletonian 10, through a minor sire from the

However, two hundred and twenty two of these

George Wilkes line and is inbred to Hal pacing

were pacers, so that he just shaded Napoleon

blood.

Direct as the greatest pacing sire of the era.

As discussed in chapter two, the Hal sire line had

Abbedale also led the two minute pacing list with six

produced the champion, Little Brown Jug and the

credits. His best race performers were the full

first two minute pacer Star Pointer, but was virtually

brothers Widows Pride (2:06) and The Widower

extinct by the turn of the century.

(1:59½TT) as well as Blackhawk (2:03½). The latter
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Nor was his maternal family a prolific producer of

While Keystoner and Diamond Hal offered little at

winners. Hal Dale is the only horse of note from his

stud, Adios, Dale Frost and Good Time began

branch of the family, while the entire family can

branches that almost obliterated all others. All three

boast a total of only eight minor Classic Race wins.

of these branches are taken up in chapter six.

Hal Dale did not make an impression on the race
track, winning eight heats but failing to claim a
Classic Race. It should be noted, however, that he
raced during the depression years when the
industry had been reduced to its lowest ever ebb,
took his record of 2:02¼ free legged and won most
of his races on half mile tracks.
Neither was he well patronised at stud, receiving
just a handful of mares in his first four years. Yet he
sired five of the best pacers of his era; Adios,
Diamond Hal, the filly Our Time and two winners of
The Little Brown Jug in Good Time and Keystoner.
Hal Dale got his break when his son Frisco Dale
defeated the champion Billy Direct and became the
first two minute performer for his sire. As his
popularity grew so did his list of champion
performers. He had ten performers in two minutes
and all were stallions. His son Good Time retired as
harness racingʼs wealthiest pacer of all time. His
daughters produced a further five in two minutes
plus Little Brown Jug winner Quick Chief.
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